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Abstract (en)
1. A process for fractionating between them solid balls of different sizes or solid balls with solid fragments or chips, the flow of the mixture to be
separated being sent onto the turns of at least one spiral whose the width is from about 50 to 400 mm, the spiral containing at least two turns, the
width of one turn being comprised between 50 and 150 mm, the slope of a turn being between 2 and 20 degrees, the spiral being subjected to a
vibrational motion applied on the axis of the spiral, process characterized in that said vibrational motion is lateral, the amplitude of said vibrational
motion being from 0.2 to 15 mm, the vibrations accordingly imparting movements in opposite directions of the balls or chips, the smallest balls when
it is desired to separate ball of different diameter (or the chips when it is desired to separate balls from chips) (or chips and the smallest balls when
it is desired to separate on the one hand balls and on the other hand the smallest balls and the chips), flowing up tramping along the turns, mostly
between the inner edges of conveying strip of each turn and the median part of the circulation surface bordered by the surface of the spiral, towards
the upper end of the spiral they are withdrawn thereof, the biggest balls flowing down, mostly between the outer edges of the strip of each turn and
the said median part of the turn, towards the lower end of the spiral they are withdrawn thereof.
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